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We study the influence of thermal fluctuations on the buckling behavior of thin elastic capsules
with spherical rest shape. Above a critical uniform pressure, an elastic capsule becomes mechanically
unstable and spontaneously buckles into a shape with an axisymmetric dimple. Thermal fluctuations
affect the buckling instability by two mechanisms. On the one hand, thermal fluctuations can renor-
malize the capsule’s elastic properties and its pressure because of anharmonic couplings between
normal displacement modes of different wavelengths. This effectively lowers its critical buckling
pressure [Kos˘mrlj and Nelson, Phys. Rev. X 7, 011002 (2017)]. On the other hand, buckled shapes
are energetically favorable already at pressures below the classical buckling pressure. At these pres-
sures, however, buckling requires to overcome an energy barrier, which only vanishes at the critical
buckling pressure. In the presence of thermal fluctuations the capsule can spontaneously overcome
an energy barrier of the order of the thermal energy by thermal activation already at pressures
below the critical buckling pressure. We revisit parameter renormalization by thermal fluctuations
and formulate a buckling criterion based on scale-dependent renormalized parameters to obtain a
temperature-dependent critical buckling pressure. Then we quantify the pressure-dependent energy
barrier for buckling below the critical buckling pressure using numerical energy minimization and
analytical arguments. This allows us to obtain the temperature-dependent critical pressure for buck-
ling by thermal activation over this energy barrier. Remarkably, both parameter renormalization
and thermal activation lead to the same parameter dependence of the critical buckling pressure on
temperature, capsule radius and thickness, and Young’s modulus. Finally, we study the combined
effect of parameter renormalization and thermal activation by using renormalized parameters for
the energy barrier in thermal activation to obtain our final result for the temperature-dependent
critical pressure, which is significantly below the results if only parameter renormalization or only
thermal activation is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Elastic capsules are thin-walled elastic shells enclos-
ing a fluid medium. Bending energy penalizes deviations
in curvature from a specific spontaneous curvature, and
two-dimensional elastic energy penalizes stretching and
shear deformations of the quasi-two-dimensional solid
shell with respect to a reference or rest shape, in which
the capsule is stress free.
On the microscale, there are many biological examples
of elastic capsules such as red blood cells [1, 2], virus
capsids [3, 4], and pollen grains [5]. Microcapsules can
also be artificially produced by various methods, e.g., as
hollow polymer or polyelectrolyte capsules [6–8]. Both
biological and artificial microcapsules are typically used
to encapsulate, transport, and eventually release a sub-
stance. Artificial elastic capsules are used as container
and delivery systems in numerous applications, such as
food technology [9], cosmetics [10], chemical industry,
and pharmacy [11, 12]. Also, all macroscopic elastic
shells (such as beach balls, egg shells, etc.) are described
by the same continuum shell elasticity as microcapsules.
Often the capsule’s reference shape is a sphere (of
radius R0). A notable exception are red blood cells,
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where the reference shape is an oblate spheroid [1]. If
the capsule material can be viewed as a thin shell of
thickness h ( R0) made from an isotropic and homoge-
neous elastic material, the shell has a bending modulus
κ ∝ h3 but a two-dimensional Young’s modulus Y ∝ h
[13, 14]. Therefore, bending deformations are energeti-
cally preferred over stretching or shear deformations for
thin shells. Very thin elastic capsules therefore exhibit a
peculiar deformation behavior. In the extreme case of an
infinitely thin shell, only isometric deformations, i.e., de-
formations that preserve the metric and, thus, the Gaus-
sian curvature and the stretching and shear energies, are
possible. There is, however, no smooth and isometric
deformation of spheres or ellipsoids, which makes elastic
capsules quite resistant to pressure or volume decrease,
creating a “geometry-induced rigidity” in thin capsules
[15, 16], which is also employed on the macroscale for
mechanical stability of dome-like structures.
This rigidity makes elastic capsules stable under a uni-
form external pressure, and, for small pressures, they
retain their spherical shape. Above a critical pressure,
however, a buckling instability occurs, where the spher-
ical shape becomes mechanically unstable and a dimple
is finally formed [13, 17]. Understanding the buckling in-
stability is both important from a structural mechanics
perspective, as it is relevant for the mechanical stability
of macroscopic spherical shells, and in the context of mi-
crocapsules, which can buckle, for example, by osmotic
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2pressure [18–21]. Following Pogorelov [22], the dimple
can be viewed as an approximative inverted spherical
cap whose sharp edge at the rim is rounded to avoid
infinite bending energies. Such a rounded spherical cap
is, therefore, an approximative isometry of the spherical
rest shape, which avoids large stretching energies.
For ideal spherical shells the classical buckling pressure
pc has been known for more than 100 years [23]. For a
shell with rest radius R0, bending rigidity κ, and two-
dimensional (2D) Young’s modulus Y , one finds [17, 24]
pc = 4
√
Y κ
R20
= 4
Eh2
R20
√
12(1− ν2) = 4
Y
R0
γ−1/2. (1)
The second equality applies for thin shells of thickness h
made from an isotropic elastic material with bulk Young
modulus E and Poisson ratio ν, where κ = Eh3/12(1 −
ν2) and Y = Eh [24]. We also introduced the Fo¨ppl–von
Ka´rma´n number
γ ≡ Y R
2
0
κ
= 12(1− ν2)
(
R0
h
)2
, (2)
which is an inverse dimensionless bending rigidity. The
ideal critical pressure pc is, however, not reached in ex-
periments on macroscopic shells, because imperfections
reduce the buckling pressure significantly. Such imperfec-
tions have been discussed by Hutchinson [25] and Koiter
[26] in the form of additional quenched normal displace-
ments.
At pc (or a pc reduced by imperfections) buckling oc-
curs as an instability with respect to oscillatory normal
displacements, the shortest possible wavelength of which
is λc = 2piR0γ
−1/4 = 2lel [25], which sets an important
elastic length scale
lel ≡ pi
(
κR20
Y
)1/4
=
121/4pi
(1− ν2)1/4
√
R0h = piR0γ
−1/4
(3)
in the buckling problem. For thin shells with γ  1, the
buckling wavelength is small compared to the shell radius
(but large compared to shell thickness). There are many
unstable modes with this wavelength, and the buckling
instability results in a hexagonal lattice of dimples of size
∼ λc on the sphere, as was shown theoretically [25, 26]
and also by experiments [27] and numerical simulations
[28]. This buckling pattern is unstable with respect to
growth of one of the dimples on the expense of the oth-
ers, finally resulting in a single axisymmetric dimple. For
a fixed mechanical pressure p ≥ pc, the dimple will ac-
tually snap through and grow until opposite sides are
in contact, whereas for osmotic pressure control or even
volume control, a stable dimple shape is reached before
opposite sides come into contact [29, 30]. The dimple
can, however, assume a polygonal shape in a secondary
buckling transition [31–33].
Interestingly, the buckled state with a single axisym-
metric dimple becomes energetically favorable already at
a much lower pressure pc1  pc, which is sometimes also
called Maxwell pressure because it can be obtained from
a Maxwell construction of equal energies [29, 30, 34, 35].
For pc > p > pc1, the axisymmetrically buckled config-
uration with a single dimple has a lower energy as com-
pared to a spherical shape, but the spherical shape re-
mains a local energy minimum, which is protected by an
energy barrier from buckling [29, 30]. [36] For mechanical
pressure control, a parameter dependence
pc1 ∼ pcγ−1/4 ∼ Y
R0
γ−3/4 ∼ Eh
5/2
R
5/2
0
(4)
has been found [30]. The results of Ref. [29] show
that there is also a critical unbuckling pressure pcu, be-
low which no stable buckled shape exists. In Ref. [37],
pcu ∼ 3pc1/4 has been found; i.e., pcu has the same pa-
rameter dependence as pc1. The unbuckling pressure also
corresponds to the minimum pressure on the pressure-
volume relation of the buckled branch, for which the same
parameter has been found in Refs. [35, 38].
As a result, there is a rather wide pressure window
pc > p > pc1, where buckling is energetically possible
but must be induced by imperfections or other external
perturbations because an energy barrier has to be over-
come. This energy barrier has been subject of a number
of recent studies both for spherical [34, 35, 39–41] and
cylindrical [41, 42] shells and will be quantified in this
paper for spherical shells by numerical calculations. One
important cause of perturbation to be studied within this
work and particularly relevant for thin shells or capsules
are thermal fluctuations. Thin shells or two-dimensional
elastic materials deform easily by bending and can there-
fore exhibit pronounced thermal shape fluctuations at
room temperature [43]. Thermal fluctuations could give
rise to thermal activation over the buckling energy bar-
rier. Figure 1 shows that both experimental values for
macroscopic shells as well as simulation results for ther-
mally fluctuating shells always lie within the pressure
window pc > p > pc1, where buckling is energetically
allowed.
This suggests that thermal fluctuations of a shell or
capsule can have two effects on the buckling transition:
(i) They induce shape fluctuations similar to the imper-
fections studied in Refs. [25, 26]. Therefore, they should
reduce the classical buckling pressure pc where a sponta-
neous mechanical instability sets in. (ii) They give rise
to thermal activation over the buckling energy barrier in
the pressure window between pc and pc1, which leads to
a further reduction of the apparent buckling pressure pc
in the presence of thermal fluctuations.
The effect (i) has already been studied analytically
and numerically in Refs. [44, 45]. Using renormaliza-
tion group (RG) calculations, it has been established
that thermal shape fluctuations of a shell renormalize its
Young modulus downward and bending rigidity upward
and generate an effective compressive pressure [45]. As
a result, the classical buckling pressure is decreased by
thermal shape fluctuations, i.e., the shell effectively soft-
ens and becomes increasingly unstable with temperature,
3FIG. 1. Classical buckling pressure pc ∝ γ−1/2 (dark red
line) and critical pressure pc1 ∝ γ−3/4 (light blue line), where
buckling is already energetically favorable according to Ref.
[30]. Experimental results (black squares, from Ref. [27]) and
finite-temperature Monte Carlo simulations (gray triangles,
from Ref. [44]) for the buckling pressure lie between pc and
pc1.
which has also been observed in Monte-Carlo simulations
of thermally fluctuating shells [44]. Using the same RG
treatment as Ref. [45] but different buckling criteria, we
will arrive at essentially the same conclusions.
The effect (ii) of thermal activation over the buckling
energy barrier has not been considered so far and is the
main subject of the present paper. First we will quantify
the pressure-dependent buckling energy barrier FB using
numerical energy minimization. We find a scaling be-
havior FB(p) ∼ Y R20γ−3/2fp (p/pc) ∼ (Eh4/R0)fp (p/pc)
of the buckling energy barrier with a scaling function
fp(x) ∼ (1 − x)2x−3. Then we consider the sole effect
of thermal activation without parameter renormalization
and calculate an apparent buckling pressure from argu-
ing that, at a finite temperature, energy barriers of the
size of the thermal energy kBT (kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T temperature) can be overcome quasi-
spontaneously on experimental time scales by thermal
activation. Finally, we will study the combined effect of
(i) parameter renormalization and (ii) thermal activation
and find a further reduction of the apparent critical buck-
ling pressure both below the results if only parameter
renormalization or only thermal activation is considered.
We can compare our results to existing numerical
Monte-Carlo simulation results [44], which show that,
for T > 0, the critical buckling pressure pc(T ) is only
weakly decreasing with temperature for kBT < κ/
√
γ
but exhibits a pronounced decrease for kBT > κ/
√
γ.
The simulation data could be collapsed onto a curve
pc(T )/pc(0) = f(kBT
√
γ/κ), where f(x) is a scaling
FIG. 2. Coordinate system used in the shallow shell theory.
function. We will obtain the same scaling of the criti-
cal buckling pressure with kBT
√
γ/κ both for (i) param-
eter renormalization and (ii) thermal activation because
FB(p) ∼ κ/√γfp (p/pc).
II. BUCKLING AND PARAMETER
RENORMALIZATION
We start by recapitulating the RG approach of Refs.
[44, 45] leading to the RG transformation for the scale-
dependent elastic moduli and a scale-dependent pressure.
Based on these RG equations we discuss several buck-
ling criteria, which are slightly different from those used
in Ref. [45] but give rise to very similar temperature-
dependent buckling pressures.
A. Elastic energy and thermal fluctuations
The elastic energies of a spherical shell or capsule can
be calculated using shallow shell theory [26], which is
accurate for weakly curved shells with h  R0 or, al-
ternatively, at large Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n numbers γ =
Y R20/κ  1 [see Eq. (2)]. In shallow shell theory, the
undeformed reference state of a nearly flat section of the
sphere is described by a height function Z(x), where the
Cartesian coordinates x = (x1, x2) define a tangent plane
that touches the sphere at the origin as shown in Fig.
2. For a spherical shell the reference state has constant
mean curvature 1/R0.
The reference state is deformed by tangential displace-
ments u(x) [u = (u1, u2)] and normal displacements f(x)
(f > 0 shall correspond to inward displacements); see
Fig. 2. For small displacements of the spherical reference
shape, we obtain a strain tensor [13]
uij =
1
2
(∂iuj + ∂jui + ∂if∂jf)− δij f
R0
(5)
4and a corresponding in-plane elastic energy
ES =
1
2
∫
dS(2µu2ij + λu
2
kk), (6)
with the Lame´ coefficients µ and λ and the area element
dS.
For the bending energy, we can use the Helfrich form
[46] (assuming ν = 1 for bending [29]),
Eb =
κ
2
∫
dS(2H − 2H0)2, (7)
where κ is the bending rigidity, H is the mean curvature,
and H0 = 1/R0 is the spontaneous mean curvature of the
undeformed sphere. For a shallow section of the shell, the
mean curvature can be written as
2H = ∇2(Z + f) = 2
R0
+∇2f,
where ∇2 = ∂11 + ∂22.
Adding the mechanical work by an external pressure
p (with the sign convention that p > 0 is a compressive
pressure), the total enthalpy is
F = ES + Eb − p
∫
dSf
=
∫
d2x
[
κ
2
(∇2f)2 + µu2ij + λ2u2kk − pf
]
. (8)
The strain tensor (5) contains terms ∂if∂jf and the
coupling f/R0 of normal displacements to the Gaussian
background curvature, both of which give rise to anhar-
monicities in the normal displacement field f in the en-
thalpy. The latter source of anharmonicities is character-
istic for bent shells and vanishes in the limit R0 →∞ of
a planar plate or membrane. The free enthalpy G is ob-
tained by integrating out all thermal displacement fluc-
tuations, G = −kBT ln
[∫ Du ∫ dfe−F/kBT ], which can
not be achieved analytically in explicit form because of
the anharmonicities. In a RG calculation, this integra-
tion is performed iteratively, starting from small scales,
and contributions from anharmonicities are absorbed into
renormalized scale-dependent elastic moduli κR and YR
and a scale-dependent renormalized pressure pR.
To this end, the normal displacement is separated into
a uniform part f0 caused by the homogeneous pressure p
and a nonuniform part f˜(x) solely due to thermal fluc-
tuations,
f(x) = f0 + f˜(x) = f0 +
∑
q 6=0
f˜(q)e−iq·x, (9)
with Fourier components f˜(q) = A−1
∫
d2xf(x)eiq·x,
where A is the area in the x plane. The enthalpy F
is split into a harmonic and an anharmonic part. Only
the uniform normal displacement contributes to the pres-
sure term, and only the nonuniform term contributes to
the nonlinear part of the strain tensor. Therefore, the
enthalpy is harmonic in ui(x) and f0, and these fields
are eliminated by defining an effective enthalpy [47]
Feff[f˜ ] = −kBT ln
[∫
Du
∫
df0e
−F/kBT
]
. (10)
Integrating out the phonon fields ui and homogeneous
modes f0, we obtain [44]
Feff[f˜ ] =
∫
d2x
(
1
2
[
κ
(
∇2f˜
)2
− pR0
2
|∇f˜ |2 + Y f˜
2
R20
]
+
Y
8
[
PTij (∂if˜)(∂j f˜)
]2
− Y f˜
2R0
[
PTij (∂if˜)(∂j f˜)
])
,
(11)
(we sum over double indices) where PTij = δij − ∂i∂j/∇2
is the transverse projection operator and Y = 4µ(µ +
λ)/(2µ+λ) is 2D Young’s modulus. The last cubic term
is characteristic for bent shells and vanishes in the limit
R0 →∞ of a planar plate or membrane. Appearance of
a cubic term simply reflects a missing mirror symmetry
for bent shells.
The corresponding Fourier transformed correlation
function G(q) ≡ 〈|f˜(q)|2〉 is in harmonic approximation
[44]
G0(q) =
kBT
A
[
κq4 − 12pR0q2 + YR20
] . (12)
In the RG approach anharmonic contributions are ab-
sorbed into scale-dependent renormalized parameters
κR(q), pR(q), and YR(q) that replace κ, p, and Y in (12)
such that the full correlation function shall finally be ob-
tained in the form
G(q) =
kBT
A
[
κR(q)q4 − 12pR(q)R0q2 + YR(q)R20
] . (13)
B. Renormalization group transformation
Now, we shortly recapitulate the derivation of the
scale-dependent parameters κR(q), pR(q), and YR(q) by
Kos˘mrlj and Nelson [45]. In the RG transformation, fluc-
tuations in the normal displacement field f˜ are integrated
out up to the length scale l = ab or down to a wave num-
ber q = pi/l = Λ/b, where b = es is the scale factor of
the RG transformation and a = pi/Λ is a microscopic
cutoff scale (e.g., the shell thickness). Kos˘mrlj and Nel-
son have shown that the exact choice of a is irrelevant
as long as a  lel, with the elastic length scale (3),
which is the length scale of initial dimples at the clas-
sical buckling instability, and a  lth, with the thermal
length scale lth ≡
√
16pi3κ2/3kBTY , which is the length
scale above which thermal fluctuations become relevant
for flat plates. After integrating out, the original cutoff
5is re-established by rescaling lengths and fields according
to
x = bx′ , q = b−1q′ , f˜(q) = bζf f˜ ′(q′), (14)
with a field rescaling exponent ζf .
In a momentum shell RG approach, the nor-
mal displacements f˜ are separated into slow modes
f˜<(x) =
∑
|q|<Λ/b e
iq·xf˜(q) and fast modes f˜>(x) =∑
|q|>Λ/b e
iq·xf˜(q) containing modes with wave numbers
smaller and larger than Λ/b, respectively. We integrate
over modes f˜> in the momentum shell Λ/b < |q| < Λ to
obtain an effective enthalpy for the slow modes f˜<,
F ′eff[f˜<] = −kBT ln
(∫
D[f˜>(x)]e−Feff/kBT
)
.
Then we rescale lengths and fields according to Eq. (14).
The effective enthalpy for slow modes retains its form
(11) by this change of scale by a factor b if new renor-
malized elastic parameters κ′(s), Y ′(s), and p′(s) are in-
troduced. Their RG flow for an infinitesimal change of
scale b ≈ 1− ds is described by β-functions
βκ =
dκ′
ds
= 2(ζf − 1)κ′ + 3kBTY
′Λ2
16piD
− 3kBTY
′2Λ2
8piR′20 D2
[
11
12
+
Iκ1
D2
+
Iκ2
D4
]
, (15a)
βY =
dY ′
ds
= 2ζfY
′ − 3kBTY
′2Λ6
32piD2
, (15b)
βp =
dp′
ds
= (2ζf + 1)p
′ +
3kBTY
′2Λ4
4piR′30 D2
[
1 +
Ip
D2
]
,
(15c)
βR =
dR′0
ds
= −R′0, (15d)
where the denominator
D ≡ κ′Λ4 − p
′R′0Λ
2
2
+
Y ′
R′20
(16)
was introduced. The terms Iκ1, Iκ2, and Ip are given in
Eq. (A11) in Appendix A. The function βκ (15a) seem-
ingly differs in two terms from the results of Ref. [45] but
is actually identical. For a consistent renormalization of
the three- and four-point vertices, we choose ζf = 1.
Finally, the scale-dependent quantities κR(q), pR(q),
and YR(q), in terms of which the full correlation func-
tion (13) can be written, are obtained by undoing the
rescaling operation; this gives (using ζf = 1)
κR(q) = κ
′(s)e(2−2ζf )s = κ′(s), (17a)
YR(q) = Y
′(s)e−2ζfs = Y ′(s)e−2s, (17b)
pR(q) = p
′(s)e(−1−2ζf )s = p′(s)e−3s, and (17c)
R0,R(q) = R
′
0(s)e
s = R0, (17d)
where s = s(q) is given by es = Λ/q. These parameters
arise by simply integrating out fluctuations up to the
scale ` = pi/q = aes, i.e., modes with wave numbers > q,
without subsequent rescaling and obey the RG equations
(A12) given in Appendix A. For any other quantity, the
index “R” also indicates that it is a scale-dependent, i.e.,
renormalized but unrescaled quantity.
C. Buckling criteria
The classical buckling instability at the pressure pc =
4
√
Y κ/R20 [see Eq. (1)] manifests in the presence of ther-
mal fluctuations as the smallest pressure where the de-
nominator κq4− 12pR0q2 + Y/R20 of the correlation func-
tion G0(q) in harmonic approximation from Eq. (12)
can become zero, which happens at the wave number
qel = (pcR0/4κ)
1/2 = (Y/κR20)
1/4 = pi/lel [see Eq. (3)],
which indeed corresponds to the wavelength λc of the
classical buckling instability. At this point, the shell be-
comes energetically unstable with respect to small fluc-
tuations in the radial deformation mode f˜(qc), which ini-
tiates the buckling transition.
In the presence of thermal fluctuations, elastic con-
stants and pressure are renormalized according to (15)
and become dependent on the length scale ` ∼ 1/q up
to which fluctuations have been integrated out: κR(q)
grows, YR(q) decreases, and also the pressure pR(q) grows
for decreasing q or increasing length scales `. At T > 0
buckling happens analogously to the mechanical T = 0
case if the denominator of the correlation function G(q)
(the two-point vertex function),
DR(q) ≡ kBT/AG(q) = κR(q)q4 − 1
2
pR(q)R0q
2 +
YR(q)
R20
,
(18)
is renormalized to zero for a certain wave number q = q∗,
starting from the initial “bare” values pR(Λ) = p (and
YR(Λ) = Y , κR(Λ) = κ) at q = Λ. Then the correlation
function diverges, and the radial deformation mode f˜(q∗)
becomes unstable in the effective harmonic theory with
renormalized parameters and initiates the buckling tran-
sition. The smallest initial value p for which DR(q) = 0 is
reached for some q = q∗ is the critical buckling pressure
pc(T ). The corresponding unstable wave number q
∗ re-
places the elastic wave number qel = (Y/κR
2
0)
1/4 = pi/lel
for the T = 0 buckling instability, q∗(T = 0) = qel. It
is important to note that q∗ is not identical with the
renormalized value qel,R = [YR(qel,R)/κR(qel,R)R
2
0]
1/4 of
qel, because Eq. (19) also contains contributions from the
derivatives κ′R(q), p
′
R(q), and Y
′
R(q) [see also Eq. (A12)
in Appendix A].
Because pc(T ) is the smallest initial p for which DR(q)
acquires a zero at q = q∗, DR(q) also has to have a min-
imum (or saddle) at q = q∗. Two cases have to be dis-
tinguished: This minimum can be in the interior of the
interval of possible q values, pi/R0 < q
∗ < Λ, or it can be
a boundary minimum at the smallest q value q∗ = pi/R0.
For an interior minimum or saddle with pi/R0 < q
∗ < Λ,
both DR(q
∗) = 0 and ∂qDR(q∗) = 0 are fulfilled at the
6critical buckling pressure, which leads to
0 = DR(q) =
[
κR(q)q
4 − 1
2
pR(q)R0q
2 +
YR(q)
R20
]
0 = ∂qDR(q) = 4κR(q)q
3 − pR(q)R0q
+
[
κ′R(q)q
4 − 1
2
p′R(q)R0q
2 +
Y ′R(q)
R20
]
.
(19)
These two equations determine both the renormalized
critical buckling pressure pc,R = pR(q
∗) and the corre-
sponding unstable wave number q∗. If Eqs. (19) lead
to a q∗ < pi/R0, the actual minimum is at the bound-
ary value q∗ = pi/R0, and buckling happens at the
longest scale, l∗ = pi/q∗ = R0. Then, the single equa-
tion DR(pi/R0) = 0 determines the renormalized critical
buckling pressure pc,R = pR(pi/R0). For both cases, the
buckling pressure pc(T ) is obtained as the bare initial
value p = pc(T ) of the RG transformation which has to
be chosen to reach pR(q) = pc,R at the corresponding
buckling wave number q = q∗.
In order to determine pc(T ) numerically, instead of
solving Eqs. (19), we start at a small bare initial p and
follow the RG flow from q = Λ down to the smallest
q = pi/R0. If DR(q) = 0 occurs, buckling happens. The
smallest initial p for which this happens is the buckling
pressure pc(T ), and the wave number q for which this
happens is the unstable wave number q∗.
In Ref. [45], a slightly different buckling criterion was
employed, namely that there exists a q = q∗ where the
renormalized external pressure pR(q) reaches the renor-
malized critical buckling pressure: pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) =
4
√
κR(q∗)YR(q∗)/R20. This is similar, but not equiva-
lent, to our criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 in conjunction with
∂qDR(q
∗) = 0 for a local minimum, because Eq. (19)
also contains contributions from κ′R(q), p
′
R(q), and Y
′
R(q),
which are neglected if pc,R(q
∗) = 4
√
κR(q∗)YR(q∗)/R20 is
used.
The criterion of Ref. [45] can also be interpreted by
considering the vertex function DR(q
∗, q) = κR(q∗)q4 −
pR(q
∗)R0q2/2 + YR(q∗)/R20, which is obtained by in-
tegrating out all fluctuations with Λ > q > q∗, and
which governs the remaining long wavelength fluctua-
tions with wave numbers q in q∗ > q > pi/R0. The
vertex function DR(q
∗, q) actually has an instability if
pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) = 4
√
κR(q∗)YR(q∗)/R20, but the un-
stable wave number is the renormalized elastic wave num-
ber qel,R = [YR(q
∗)/κR(q∗)R20]
1/4, which differs from q∗
in general. If qel,R > q
∗, this unstable mode is even no
longer accessible to the shell, as it has already been in-
tegrated out. As long as differences between q∗ and qel,R
are small, the criterion pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) should give
comparable results to our criterion DR(q
∗) = 0.
FIG. 3. Critical buckling pressure pc(T ) as a function
of the dimensionless temperature T¯ = kBT
√
γ/κ accord-
ing to the buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 (dark red solid
line) and according to the criterion pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) from
Kos˘mrlj and Nelson [45] (light blue dashed line). The crite-
rion pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) gives slightly smaller values of pc(T )
but both criteria lead to pc(T ) < 0 for high temperatures, sig-
naling that fluctuating shells can spontaneously buckle even
without external compressive pressure. We also show the
pressure where κ first renormalizes to zero at the largest scale,
κR(pi/R0) = 0 (green dotted line). This pressure is always be-
low the critical pc(T ) from the buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0,
signaling that there are already fluctuations with κR < 0
present before buckling. Data points show numerical results
from Ref. [44].
D. Critical pressure from parameter
renormalization
Kos˘mrlj and Nelson have shown that the results of the
RG-transformation are solely dependent on a dimension-
less temperature
T¯ ≡ kBT
√
γ
κ
∼ kBTR0
Eh4
∼ l
2
el
l2th
. (20)
Because our buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 operates on
renormalized parameters, the critical buckling pressure
pc(T ) should also only depend on T¯ .
Figure 3 shows the critical buckling pressure pc(T )
as a function of the dimensionless temperature T¯ for
our buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 and the criterion
pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) used in Ref. [45]. All RG flows
have been calculated using an eighth-order Runge-Kutta
method. First we can confirm that, for both buckling
criteria, pc(T ) only depends on the dimensionless tem-
perature T¯ for a wide range of Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n num-
bers γ  103. This is also corroborated by the scaling
collapse of numerical simulation results in Ref. [44] (see
7also data points in Fig. 3). Only for large T¯ do results
become non-universal; see Fig. 4. This happens if the
length scale l∗ = pi/q∗ on which buckling occurs accord-
ing to the criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 reaches the largest acces-
sible length scale R0 such that pc(T )/pc(0) becomes also
γ dependent, as can be seen from comparing Figs. 4 and
Fig. 5. For small Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n numbers γ < 103,
already the elastic length scale lel on which buckling oc-
curs at T = 0 is comparable to the radius R0, and the
classical buckling pressure pc from Eq. (1) is no longer
applicable.
For small temperature T¯ < 1, both criteria give practi-
cally identical results. The results are also in rough agree-
ment with the numerical Monte-Carlo simulation results
from Ref. [44]. At larger temperatures T¯  1, the cri-
terion pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) gives slightly smaller values of
pc(T ), i.e., slightly underestimates the buckling stability.
Both criteria give rise to pc(T ) < 0 for high tempera-
tures, signaling that fluctuating shells can spontaneously
buckle even without external compressive pressure [45].
In Fig. 3, we also show the initial pressure for which
κR(q) first renormalizes to zero. This always happens at
the largest scale q = pi/R0 because of the shape of the
RG flow of κR(q): The renormalized κR(q) is first in-
creasing with q decreasing from its starting value q = Λ
but, if the renormalized denominator DR(q) becomes
small, exhibits a maximum followed by a sharp decrease
to κR < 0. Therefore, negative values κR < 0 are al-
ways attained at the largest scales, and κR(q) = 0 is
first fulfilled for q = pi/R0 if starting from small ini-
tial pressure. The (blue) line of initial pressures p for
which κR(pi/R0) = 0 is, except for very small dimen-
sionless temperatures T¯ . 10−4, below the critical pc(T )
from the buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 (red line) in Fig.
3. This shows that there are always unstable bending
fluctuations with κR < 0 already present before buck-
ling. These are, however, still stabilized by the last
positive term in the vertex function DR(q) in Eq. (18),
which originates from the unavoidable stretching defor-
mation that comes with any bending deformation of a
sphere. This effect cannot be captured by the crite-
rion pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) ∝
√
κR(q∗) because it will al-
ways be fulfilled before κR = 0 is reached. Therefore,
the (green) line for the initial pressure for which κR(q)
first renormalizes to zero lies between the buckling pres-
sures pc(T ) obtained with the two criteria DR(q
∗) = 0
and pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) in Fig. 3, and the critical buckling
pressures from the criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 always lies above
the critical pressure from the criterion pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗).
Figure 5 shows the length scale l∗ = pi/q∗ on which
buckling occurs according to the criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 as
a function of the dimensionless temperature T¯ and for dif-
ferent Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n numbers γ. For large tempera-
tures, the buckling length scale approaches the radius R0,
whereas for small temperatures it approaches the classi-
cal T = 0 elastic length scale lel from Eq. (3). This means
that renormalization of elastic constants and pressure ef-
fectively transforms buckling into a long wavelength in-
FIG. 4. Non-universality of the critical buckling pressure
pc(T¯ ) for different Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n numbers γ (see arrow).
For large values of γ, the non-universality is shifted to large
dimensionless temperatures T¯ .
FIG. 5. Length scale l∗ on which buckling occurs at the crit-
ical buckling pressure as a function of the dimensionless tem-
perature T¯ for different Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n numbers γ (see
arrow). Dashed lines show the T = 0 elastic length scale
lel/R0 [Eq. (3)] and dotted lines show 1.4 lel/R0 (see text).
stability at higher temperatures. For small Fo¨ppl–von
Ka´rma´n numbers γ, the buckling length scale approaches
the radius R0 already for smaller dimensionless temper-
atures T¯ . If the buckling length l∗ approaches R0, re-
sults for the critical buckling pressure pc(T ) become non-
universal as discussed above (see Fig. 4).
The temperature dependence of the length scale l∗ in
Fig. 5 shows another remarkable feature for temperatures
8FIG. 6. (a) Critical buckling pressure pc(T¯ ) in the temper-
ature range 0.01228 < T¯ < 0.01233. (b) DR(`) develops a
local minimum as a function of `/R0 for temperatures below
and above the jump in the buckling length scale [T¯ = 0.01
(dark red) and T¯ = 0.011 (light blue), respectively]. The
jump occurs when the minimum reaches zero, which triggers
the buckling criterion DR(`) = 0 for ` = l
∗.
around T¯ ' 0.011, where it abruptly jumps from values
slightly below the elastic length scale to values about
1.4 lel, depicted by the dotted lines. This relation be-
tween the length scale before and after the jump is found
for a wide range of Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n numbers γ. The
jump in the buckling length scale can be traced back to
the existence of an additional local minimum of DR(q)
for temperatures in the range 0.01 < T¯ < 25. Typi-
cally, slightly below the critical pressure DR(q) has only
one local minimum, which develops into a divergence to-
wards negative infinity at q∗ if the critical buckling pres-
sure is reached. The jump occurs if two minima are
present when the critical buckling pressure is reached and
when the global minimum exchanges between both min-
ima right at the buckling pressure [see Fig. 6(b)], mean-
ing that there are two q∗ values for which DR(q) = 0.
Then the buckling length scale changes discontinuously,
whereas the critical buckling pressure remains continu-
ous.
At slightly higher temperatures T¯ ' 0.0123, also
the critical buckling pressure exhibits an interesting fea-
ture, as it drops abruptly from pc(T )/pc(0) = 0.950 to
pc(T )/pc(0) = 0.949. In this temperature range an in-
crease in the bare pressure p above the red line in Fig.
6(a) first leads to buckling; i.e., DR(q
∗) = 0 is fulfilled
for a certain q∗. After increasing p above the yellow line,
however, we find that again DR(q) > 0 for all q. Only
above the blue line, a q∗ with DR(q∗) = 0 exists again.
This leads to an S-shape pc(T ) curve in Fig. 6(a). If the
temperature is increased past the end of the blue line in
Fig. 6(a), the buckling pressure drops abruptly.
This feature in the pc(T ) curve could be related to the
jump in l∗ and, thus, to the jump in q∗ which we discussed
before. This jump happens, however, at slightly lower
temperatures. Both the jumps in l∗ and in pc(T ) around
T¯ ' 0.011− 0.012 might be artifacts of the approximate
RG flow and might disappear if the RG calculation is
extended to higher loop order.
III. BUCKLING BY THERMAL ACTIVATION
OVER THE BUCKLING ENERGY BARRIER
Now we address the main issue of the paper, namely
buckling by thermal activation over the buckling energy
barrier. We use the Pogorelov approach and numerical
simulations to determine the energy barrier associated
with the formation of a stable axisymmetric dimple for
pressures p < pc, i.e., below the critical buckling pres-
sure. If only thermal activation over the energy bar-
rier drives the buckling process, we estimate the criti-
cal buckling pressure using the criterion that barriers of
order kBT can be overcome quasi-spontaneously on ex-
perimental time scales by thermal activation. Including
also renormalization effects of elastic parameters into the
energy barrier calculation, we describe the combined ef-
fect of thermal activation and parameter renormalization.
We will also present evidence from numerical simulations
that states with multiple dimples are not relevant for the
energy barrier and, thus, for thermal activation.
A. Elastic energies and energy barrier in the
Pogorelov model
For the following energetic considerations for indented
configurations of spherical shells we will not use the shal-
low shell approximation but the general form (6) of the
stretching energy, the Helfrich form (7) of the bending
energy, and the mechanical work Ep = −p∆V , where
∆V is the volume reduction with respect to the initial
rest state with V0 = 4piR
3
0/3. Stretching and bending
energy can be brought into dimensionless form by mea-
suring energies in units of Y R20 and lengths in units of R0.
Using also Y = 4µ(µ+ λ)/(2µ+ λ) for Young’s modulus
and ν = λ/(2µ + λ) for Poisson’s ratio in the stretching
energy, we obtain
ES
Y R20
=
1
2(1 + ν)
∫
dS
R20
(
u2ik +
ν
1− ν u
2
ll
)
,
Eb
Y R20
=
2
γ
∫
dS(H −H0)2,
Ep
Y R20
= −pR0
Y
∆V
R30
. (21)
We see that the deformation behavior of the sphere
only depends on the two parameters γ and ν charac-
terizing the elasticity of the shell and the dimensionless
pressure pR0/Y or, alternatively, p/pc (because pc =
4(Y/R0)γ
−1/2).
Pogorelov approximated the energy of an axisymmet-
ric dimple on a sphere by assuming that the dimple is
an approximate isometric deformation of the sphere, i.e.,
that the dimple is an inverted spherical cap of the unde-
formed sphere, where the edges of the dimple are rounded
by bending energy. Such a mirror inversion of a spheri-
cal cap is a suitable starting point to approximate buck-
led configurations because it avoids additional stretching
9strains. Using this approximation, Pogorelov calculated
the energy of an axisymmetric indentation of volume ∆V
on a sphere of initial volume V0 = 4piR
3
0/3 as [22, 30] [48]
UPog(∆V, V0) = cPog
Y R20
(1− ν2)1/4 γ
−3/4
(
∆V
V0
)3/4
, (22)
where ν is Poisson’s ratio and cPog ≈ 15.09, V0 is the
initial volume of the sphere, V < V0 is its volume after
indentation, and ∆V = V0 − V is the volume reduction
by dimple formation. Slightly more accurate estimates of
the energy of an axisymmetric dimple are given in Refs.
[35, 49] but we will use the Pogorelov estimate (22) in
the following.
The Pogorelov energy (22) neglects that, under pres-
sure p, the spherical shell is already uniformly com-
pressed before the indentation is formed. Uniform com-
pression to a volume V0 −∆V costs an energy
Usph(∆V ) = 4pi
Y R20
1− ν
[(
1− ∆V
V0
)1/3
− 1
]2
≈4pi
9
Y R20
1− ν
(
∆V
V0
)2
, (23)
where the last approximation holds for ∆V  V0. The
equilibrium volume follows from p = dUsph/d∆V , result-
ing in
p ≈ 2
3
1
1− ν
Y
R0
∆V
V0
. (24)
During buckling the spherical body relaxes this pre-
compression but will remain compressed to a volume
V0 − ∆Vb (with ∆Vb < ∆V ), in addition to forming
an indentation with volume reduction ∆V − ∆Vb, such
that ∆V is the total volume reduction. The remaining
pre-compression of the spherical body costs an energy
Usph(∆Vb) as given by Eq. (23), the formation of the ad-
ditional indentation an energy UPog(∆V −∆Vb, V0−∆Vb)
as given by Eq. (22). The optimal buckled shape at pres-
sure p is then obtained by minimizing the total enthalpy
F (p,∆Vb,∆V ) = Usph(∆Vb)
+ UPog(∆V −∆Vb, V0 −∆Vb)− p∆V
(25)
with respect to the spherical pre-compression volume
deficit ∆Vb and the total volume deficit ∆V . Un-
der volume control, the total energy U(∆Vb,∆V ) =
Usph(∆Vb)+UPog(∆V −∆Vb, V0−∆Vb) is minimized with
respect to ∆Vb only, at fixed total volume deficit ∆V .
We neglect in Eq. (25) the influence of the homogeneous
compressional background stress associated with the pre-
compression by a volume ∆Vb on the Pogorelov energy
UPog, which is approximately justified as the inverted
Pogorelov cap changes stretching strains only at the
edges of the indentation. For ∆Vb  V0, we can approxi-
mate UPog(∆V −∆Vb, V0−∆Vb) ≈ UPog(∆V −∆Vb, V0).
FIG. 7. Contour plot of Pogorelov enthalpy
F (p,∆Vb,∆V )/Y R
2
0 as a function of pre-compression volume
∆Vb of the spherical capsule body and total volume deficit ∆V
with ∆Vb ≤ ∆V (γ = 100, pR0/Y = 0.15 > pc1, ν = 1/2, F
in units of Y R20). Solid black lines represent local minima and
maxima as a function of ∆Vb, which only exist above the crit-
ical unbuckling volume deficit ∆Vcu. Along the dashed path
from the metastable spherical shape to the buckled shape, the
energy barrier FB from Eq. (29) has to be overcome.
Then, equilibrium states under volume control become
equivalent to equilibrium states under pressure control
with an effective pressure p = dUsph(∆Vb)/d∆Vb gener-
ated by the compressional stress of the spherical body.
Analyzing the ∆Vb-dependence of U(∆Vb,∆V ) for
fixed ∆V shows that the compressed spherical shape with
∆Vb = ∆V remains a metastable minimum for all ∆V
(see Fig. 7). This is an artifact of the Pogorelov approxi-
mation, which is not able to predict the classical buckling
pressure pc or the critical classical buckling volume given
by [29]
∆Vc
V0
= 1−
[
1
2
+
√
1
4
+ 2(1− ν)γ−1/2
]−3
≈ 6(1− ν)γ−1/2 (26)
(the last approximation applies to γ  1). This
is the volume where the compressive pressure in a
sphere reaches the classical buckling pressure pc =
4(Y/R0)γ
−1/2 [see Eq. (1)] according to the pressure-
volume relation (24) in the compressed spherical shape.
Under volume control, the total energy U(∆Vb,∆V )
can develop a second local minimum as a function of ∆Vb,
which corresponds to a buckled state (see Fig. 7). This
minimum with respect to ∆Vb only exists for sufficiently
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large total volume reduction
∆V
V0
≥ ∆Vcu
V0
=
5
44/5
(
27cPog
32pi
)4/5
(1− ν)4/5
(1− ν2)1/5 γ
−3/5
= 5.05
(1− ν)4/5
(1− ν2)1/5 γ
−3/5, (27)
and we obtain a critical unbuckling volume deficit ∆Vcu
below which the buckled state has to spontaneously “un-
buckle.” This lower critical volume deficit also corre-
sponds to the minimum volume on the pressure-volume
relation of the buckled branch and has also been found
in Ref. [35]. The critical unbuckling volume deficit shows
a different power-law dependence ∆Vcu ∝ γ−3/5 on the
Fo¨ppl–von Ka´rma´n number as compared to the clas-
sical buckling volume ∆Vc ∝ γ−1/2 in Eq. (26). For
∆V > ∆Vcu, minimization with respect to ∆Vb gives the
optimal pre-compression
∆Vb
V0
≈ 27cPog
32pi
1− ν
(1− ν2)1/4 γ
−3/4
(
∆V
V0
)−1/4
(28)
in the buckled state (for ∆Vb  ∆V ).
Under pressure control, the buckled state becomes a
local minimum of the enthalpy F (p,∆Vb,∆V ) as a func-
tion of both ∆Vb and ∆V only for sufficiently large
pressure p > pcu, i.e., above a lower critical unbuck-
ling pressure, which is given by the condition that the
maximally buckled state ∆V = V0 (∆Vb = 0) be-
comes metastable: pcu = (∂UPog/∂∆V )(V0, V0). We find
pcu ∝ (Y/R0)γ−3/4, again with a different parameter de-
pendence as compared to the classical buckling pressure
pc ∝ (Y/R0)γ−1/2 [see Eq. (1)]. The maximally buck-
led state becomes energetically favorable over the spher-
ical state for p > pc1, i.e., above the Maxwell pressure
pc1 = 4pcu/3 ∝ (Y/R0)γ−3/4 [29, 30].
In the modified Pogorelov enthalpy landscape
F (p,∆Vb,∆V ) (see Fig. 7), the metastable spherical
state ∆Vb = ∆V , which exists for p > pcu, is al-
ways protected by an energy barrier from spontaneous
transitions into the buckled state. This energy barrier
can be determined from starting at a spherical initial
state ∆Vb = ∆V = ∆Vi and moving along a path
(∆Vb,∆V ) = (∆Vi,∆Vi)+v(−A, 1) in the ∆Vb-∆V plane
into an arbitrary direction (−A, 1) with decreasing ∆Vb
(A > 0) using a volume parameter v ≥ 0. Independently
of A we find an energy barrier
FB(p) = a(ν)Y R
2
0γ
−3/2
(
p
pc
)−3
= a˜(ν)
Eh4
R0
(
p
pc
)−3
(29)
with
a(ν) ≡ 27
2
pi3220
c4Pog
1
1− ν2 '
1.16
1− ν2 ,
which is assumed at a total indentation volume (∆V −
∆Vb)/V0 = (1 + A)v/V0 ∼ γ−1(p/pc)−4. This result
is only valid for p/pc  γ−1/4 (or p  pcu) such that
(∆V − ∆Vb)/V0 ∼ γ−1(p/pc)−4  1 and dimples re-
main small compared to the total capsule volume. The
transition state, where this maximum is assumed, is a
sphere with an energetically unfavorable “flattened” dim-
ple, which is unstable both with respect to shrinking back
to a sphere and growing into a fully developed dimple.
For a fixed mechanical pressure, the fully developed dim-
ple actually snaps through until opposite sides are in con-
tact. Only for a volume-dependent osmotic pressure or
under strict volume control, a stable dimple of finite size
is possible [29, 30]. The buckling shapes that are assumed
around the barrier if also multiple dimples are allowed are
discussed below in Sec. III D. The result (29) describes
the energy barrier for a single axisymmetric dimple.
It is clear that the Pogorelov model is incorrect for
very large and very small dimples as the assumption that
the dimple can be described as a rounded mirror inver-
sion fails in both of these limits. For very small dim-
ples, this can be easily seen by the fact that the energy
barrier (29) does not disappear for p ≥ pc. We can,
however, assume that very shallow dimples of a depth
ζ comparable to the layer thickness h (assuming a thin
shell made from an isotropic elastic material), i.e., ζ ∼ h,
can be formed spontaneously (a similar assumption is
made in Ref. [13] to derive the classical buckling pres-
sure pc). Using the fact that the dimple opening angle
is α ∼ √ζ/R0 and ∆V ∼ α4R30 ∼ ζ2R0 such a small
dimple of volume ∆V/V0 ∼ h2/R20 ∼ γ−1 costs an en-
ergy UPog/Y R
2
0 ∼ γ−3/4(h/R0)3/2 ∼ γ−3/2 according to
Eq. (22). Comparing it with the barrier scaling (29),
we conclude that exactly at p ∼ pc the energy barrier re-
duces to this energy and could, thus, be overcome sponta-
neously. The Pogorelov result (29) for the energy barrier
is only a good approximation for p  pc (in practice,
p < 0.8 pc, see Fig. 20 in Appendix B) such that dimples
are large enough, but p/pc  γ−1/4 (or p  pcu) such
that ∆V/V0 ∼ γ−1(p/pc)−4  1 and dimples remain
small compared to the total capsule volume. If p ap-
proaches pc the buckling energy barrier actually vanishes
as our simulation results in the next section show.
B. Simulation results for the energy barrier
In order to investigate the behavior of the energy bar-
rier for single axisymmetric dimples also for p ≤ pc, i.e.,
for small dimples more rigorously, we use numerical en-
ergy minimization with the SURFACE EVOLVER [50].
Some details are explained in Appendix B.
Recently, a number of publications addressed the en-
ergy barrier for axisymmetric dimples on spherical shells
by applying an additional point force in order to induce
formation of a single dimple, where the point force F is
applied, and in order to control the indentation depth
ζ by the point force [34, 35, 40, 41]. The barrier state
corresponds to an indented state with F = 0 at ζ = ζB ,
which is unstable with respect to growth and shrinkage.
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FIG. 8. Numerical results for the enthalpy as a function
of the dimensionless indentation depth (z− z0)/z0 = 2ζ/R(p)
for γ = 105, ν = 0.3, and for different values of p/pc [choosing
F (z = z0) = 0 for an initial vertex distance z0 = 2R(p)]. The
buckling energy barrier is obtained from the enthalpy max-
imum. Representative schematic shapes are shown for the
spherical initial state, the barrier state with a “flattened” dim-
ple, and a buckled state with a well-developed dimple (note
that, under pressure control, the fully developed dimple cor-
responding to the buckled energy minimum will snap through
until opposite sides are in contact). The indentations in the
schematic shapes are exaggerated; the actual dimple indenta-
tions are much smaller, c.f. values on the x-axis.
The energy barrier is obtained from the F (ζ)-relation by
UB =
∫ ζB
0
F (ζ)dζ. An additional point force has also
been used in experiments [39] in order to calculate the
energy barrier. In our numerical approach we will not
prescribe a point force but directly constrain the conju-
gated indentation depth ζ.
In the simulation, we construct a spherical rest shape
and apply a pressure p < pc, which leads to a uniformly
compressed sphere with radius R(p) < R0. In order
to map out the energy barrier between the compressed
spherical state and the final buckled state, we need to sta-
bilize all intermediate transition states in the numerical
simulation. This is done by selecting two points on op-
posite sides of the sphere and introducing an additional
constraint on the distance z between these two points
during energy minimization (corresponding to an inden-
tation depth ζ = R− z/2). Constraining and decreasing
the distance z between these two points allows us to con-
trol the size of the two dimples that are formed on op-
posite sides of the sphere. For sufficiently small dimples,
the enthalpy of a single dimple is half of the enthalpy of
two dimples [40], as we numerically verify in Fig. 18 in
Appendix B. This allows us to obtain the enthalpy land-
scape F = F (z) of a single dimple as a function of z for a
given pressure p (see Fig. 8), from the maximum of which
we can directly determine the energy barrier FB.
As has been shown above, energies of deformed shells
only depend on two parameters γ and ν characterizing
the elasticity and the dimensionless pressure p/pc. This
also applies to the energy barrier, which, if measured
in units of Y R20, should only depend on these parame-
ters. To analyze simulation results we use the critical
pressure pc,SE as obtained from SURFACE EVOLVER
simulations rather than the theoretical value pc =
4(Y/R0)γ
−1/2 from Eq. (1) in order to compensate for
discretization effects from triangulation of the surface, as
explained in Appendix B 1. The Pogorelov approxima-
tion (29) suggests that the energy barrier can be written
as a product
FB(p)
Y R20
= fν(ν)γ
−αfp
(
p
pc
)
, (30)
with a function fν(ν), an exponent α, and a scaling func-
tion fp(x) for the pressure-dependence, which has to be
determined from the numerical simulation results. Our
numerical results for the energy barrier as a function of
p/pc,SE for several values of γ and ν are shown in Fig.
9. Figure 9(a) demonstrates that, for ν ≤ 0.5, the ν-
dependence is very weak as in the Pogorelov approxima-
tion [where fν(ν) = a(ν), cf. Eq. (29)] such that we sim-
ply choose fν(ν) ≈ 1 for ν ≤ 0.5. Figure 9(c) shows that
data for different γ [Fig. 9(b)] almost perfectly collapse
for an exponent
α = 1.52 ≈ 3/2, (31)
which is also in agreement with the Pogorelov approx-
imation. As a result, we can read off the scaling func-
tion fp(x) from Fig. 9(c), which shows clear deviations
from the Pogorelov approximation fp(x) ∼ x−3 for larger
x ≤ 1. For small x we find fp(x) ∼ x−2.8 close to the
Pogorelov approximation. A numerical approximation
fp,num(x) for the scaling function is given in Appendix
B 2 in Eq. (B3). Numerically, we see that the energy
barrier vanishes upon approaching the critical pressure
pc, as opposed to the Pogorelov energy barrier (29). Our
data are fairly well described by FB(p) ∝ (1− p/pc)2 for
p ≈ pc [or fp,num(x) ∝ (1− x)2 for x ≈ 1].
Our numerical results are in excellent agreement with
experimental data from Ref. [39], where the energy bar-
rier has been determined from experiments on hemispher-
ical shells subject to both compressive pressure and a
probing point force controling depth of the indentation.
A comparison with the rescaled experimental data from
Ref. [39] is also shown in Fig. 9(c).
In order to determine the ν dependence more exactly,
i.e., to obtain a more accurate approximation for the
function fν(ν) ≈ 1 in Eq. (30), we perform simulations
for different values of γ and different values of ν, and
isolate fν(ν) by plotting the rescaled energy barrier
FB(p)γ
1.52
Y R20fp,num(p/pc,SE)
= fν(ν) (32)
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FIG. 9. Energy barrier as a function of the pressure for (a) several values of ν at γ = 105 and (b) several values of γ (see arrow)
at ν = 0.3. (c) Collapse of the energy barrier for different values of γ (dots). The numerical approximation fp,num(p/pc,SE) for
the scaling function from Eq. (B3) is shown as green line. For small pressures, the energy barrier scales as p−2.8, which is close
to the p−3 law from the Pogorelov approximation (29). In the collapse we also inserted the experimental data from Ref. [39]
(yellow squares), which show excellent agreement with our numerical results.
FIG. 10. Energy barrier rescaled according to Eq. (32) as a
function of ν and p/pc,SE for ν ≤ 0.5 (dots). Additionally, a
linear fit fν(ν) = const + 0.086ν is shown (plane). The values
for very large pressures scatter because of the numerical errors
in the determination of the critical pressure pc,SE and because
the determination of energy barriers for large pressures or
small dimples becomes less exact, as small changes to the
sphere can cause buckling in this regime. Therefore, only
values p/pc,SE < 0.8 are used for fitting fν(ν).
in Fig. 10, where we use the scaling function fp,num(x)
from Fig. 9(c). For ν ≤ 0.5, a linear fit fν(ν) = 0.98 +
0.086ν describes the data [see also Eq. (B4)].
Using the numerically determined functions fp,num(x)
and fν(ν), we obtain an accurate description of the nu-
merical results, which is summarized in Appendix B 2
in Eq. (B1). A simple approximation formula, which is
accurate to within 20%, is obtained using fν(ν) ≈ 1,
α = 3/2, and
FB(p)
Y R20
' γ−3/2fp,app
(
p
pc
)
fp,app(x) = 1.44 (1− x)2(x−3 + 34.1x−1). (33)
The approximative scaling function fp,app(x) is moti-
vated by the Pogorelov result FB(p) ∝ p−3 for small
p  pc and our numerical result FB(p) ∝ (1 − p/pc)2
for p ≈ pc. The x−1-term represents a p−1 correction to
the Pogorelov result.
C. Critical pressure from thermal activation
Our results for the energy barrier can be used to esti-
mate a time scale on which buckling will occur by thermal
activation. According to Kramers theory, i.e., assuming
effectively overdamped stochastic dynamics for a reaction
coordinate characterizing the size of the dimple such as
z or ∆V , this time scale is
tB = τe
FB(p)/kBT , (34)
where τ0 is a microscopic time scale characterizing the
dynamics of the reaction coordinate and where the Ar-
rhenius factor exp(FB/kBT ) dominates. For a given ex-
perimentally accessible time scale texp buckling occurs if
FB(p) < kBT ln(texp/τ) ∼ kBT, (35)
which is essentially the criterion that energy barriers
FB(p) < kBT can be overcome by thermal activation
quasi-spontaneously (as long as they are not several or-
ders of magnitude between time scales texp and τ). The
criterion FB[pc(T )] = kBT then determines an effective
temperature-dependent buckling pressure pc(T ) for buck-
ling by thermal activation.
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First, we use this criterion with our T = 0 results for
the buckling energy barrier from the previous section.
Employing the Pogorelov approximation (29) we obtain
pc(T )
pc
= a1/3(ν)
(
kBT
κ
γ1/2
)−1/3
= a1/3(ν)T¯−1/3 (36)
for T¯  1 such that pc(T )  pc. This result is only
valid where the Pogorelov approximation is valid, i.e.,
for 0.8 > pc(T )/pc  γ−1/4 as discussed above, which
means 0.8−3 < T¯  γ3/4 in Eq. (36).
Using the numerical results for the energy barrier in the
scaling form FB(p)/Y R
2
0 ≈ fν(ν)γ−3/2fp,num(x) (p/pc)
with the scaling function fp,num(x) given by the collapse
in Fig. 9(c), we obtain the buckling criterion
fp,num
(
pc(T )
pc
)
=
1
fν(ν)
kBT
κ
γ1/2 =
T¯
fν(ν)
(37)
for buckling by thermal activation. The resulting criti-
cal buckling pressure pc(T ) is shown in Fig. 11 (dark red
line) and lies slightly above the critical buckling pres-
sure from parameter renormalization. In the absence of
thermal fluctuations, the right-hand side vanishes and
Eq. (37) reduces to the correct result pc(0)/pc = 1 be-
cause this is the pressure where also the barrier function
fp,num (pc(0)/pc) on the left-hand side vanishes. With
fν(ν) ≈ 1 and fp,num(x) ≈ 1.44 (1 − x)2 [see Eq. (33)],
we can also infer the crossover to the T = 0 result:
pc(T )/pc ≈ 1− (T¯ /1.44)1/2. Interestingly, also the crite-
rion (37) for buckling by thermal activation only depends
on the dimensionless temperature T¯ as also observed for
the influence of parameter renormalization on the buck-
ling instability; see Fig. 3.
So far, we did not take the combined effects of both
thermal activation and renormalization of the parame-
ters κ, Y , and p by anharmonicities into account in the
buckling criteria. This can be done by using properly
renormalized parameters κR, YR, and pR in the barrier
crossing criterion FB(p) = kBT , which leads to
fp,num
(
pR(q
∗)
pc,R(q∗)
)
=
T¯
fν(ν)
, (38)
where pR(q
∗) is the renormalized pressure and pc,R(q∗) =
4
√
κR(q∗)YR(q∗)/R20 is the renormalized critical buckling
pressure. The renormalization of ν need not be consid-
ered, because of the negligible effect of ν on the energy
barrier, and because ν remains of order unity during the
renormalization [51]. The critical buckling pressure pc(T )
in the presence of thermal activation is the smallest ini-
tial pressure for which criterion (38) can be fulfilled.
The question remains to be answered how to choose
the length scale l∗ = pi/q∗ in Eq. (38) up to which bar-
rier parameters are renormalized in the modified criterion
FB,R(q
∗)/kBT = 1. The transition state at the energy
maximum is a sphere with an energetically unfavorable
“flattened” dimple (see also Fig. 8) and the elastic param-
eters characterizing this transition state dimple can only
FIG. 11. Critical buckling pressure pc(T ) as a function of the
dimensionless temperature T¯ = kBT
√
γ/κ according to the
buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 which includes renormalization
effects only (dark red dashed line, see also red solid line in Fig.
3), pc(T ) according to the criterion FB[pc(T )] = kBT or Eq.
(37) for thermal activation over the buckling energy barrier
(green dotted line, for ν = 1/3), and pc(T ) according to the
generalized criterion FB,R(q
∗)/kBT = 1 or Eq. (38) which
combines renormalization effects and thermal activation (light
blue solid line, for ν = 1/3). Inclusion of thermal activation
leads to a decrease of the critical buckling pressure for T¯ > 1.
As in Fig. 3, data points show numerical results from Ref.
[44].
be renormalized by fluctuations on length scales smaller
than the size of the dimple. At finite temperatures, the
minimal transition state dimple size is set by the unstable
wave number q∗ for buckling, which we determined by our
above buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 or the approxima-
tive buckling criterion pR(q
∗) = pc,R(q∗) from Ref. [45]
from parameter renormalization. At T = 0, the buck-
ling length scale l∗ approaches the elastic length scale
lel ∼ R0γ−1/4 for the unstable wave length at the T = 0
buckling instability (see Fig. 5). At p = pc and T = 0,
the elastic length scale lel also sets the size of the transi-
tion state dimple. For pc > p > pc1, the T = 0 transition
state dimple size can be obtained from the enthalpy land-
scape F (p,∆Vb,∆V ), for which we showed above that
the barrier state is assumed for an indentation volume
(∆V − ∆Vb)/V0 ∼ γ−1(p/pc)−4. Assuming a spherical
cap shaped dimple, this corresponds to a transition state
dimple size∼ R0γ−1/4pc/p, which increases with decreas-
ing pressure. It reaches its maximally possible size R0 at
the Maxwell pressure pc1 above which buckling becomes
energetically possible and reduces to lel ∼ R0γ−1/4 at
p = pc. Therefore, also at finite temperatures, we expect
the transition state dimple size to be somewhat larger
than l∗ for p < pc(T ). At T = 0, the length scale lel
remains the length scale of the width of the ridge of the
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Pogorelov dimple [32, 33] also for p < pc. In analogy
with the T = 0 case, we expect that the length scale l∗
determined by our above buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0
corresponds to the width of the Pogorelov dimple ridge
in the presence of thermal fluctuations rather than the
size of the dimple. Thus, in choosing q∗ from the buck-
ling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 in Eq. (38), we use parameters,
which are renormalized only up to the length scale of the
ridge of the dimple.
In using renormalized parameters in the buckling cri-
terion (38), which includes thermal activation, we also
assumed that the same RG equations (15) that are de-
rived for fluctuation around a spherical background state
can still be applied to describe fluctuations around the
transition state which already contains the “flattened”
dimple. The RG equations will most likely take a differ-
ent form on length scales exceeding the Pogorelov ridge
scale l∗ because stretching and bending strains with this
wavelength are large in a dimple configuration. Stretch-
ing and bending modes with smaller wave lengths should
remain small and unaffected by the dimple such that they
are well described by the RG equations (15) for a spher-
ical background.
If the length scale q∗ is chosen from the approximative
buckling criterion pR(q
∗)/pc,R(q∗) = 1 from Ref. [45], Eq.
(38) can be written as pR(q
∗)/pc,R(q∗) = f−1p,num[T¯ /fν(ν)]
(with f−1p,num as inverse function of fp,num) and viewed as
direct generalization of this criterion in the presence of
thermal activation. The combined effect of thermal ac-
tivation and parameter renormalization then leads to a
further reduction of the critical buckling pressure, in par-
ticular, for temperatures T¯ > 1. This is what we expect
in general: If both buckling mechanisms are considered,
the critical buckling pressure should be further lowered
below our above results in Fig. 3 from parameter renor-
malization only.
If the length scale q∗ is chosen from our buckling crite-
rion DR(q
∗) = 0, we obtain the generalized critical pres-
sures pc(T ) in Fig. 11 (blue solid line). Again, the com-
bined effect of thermal activation and parameter renor-
malization leads to a further reduction of the critical
buckling pressure for temperatures T¯ > 1. The avail-
able numerical Monte-Carlo simulation results from Ref.
[44], which are also shown in Fig. 11, do not lie in the
temperature range T¯  1, where the additional reduc-
tion becomes most pronounced demonstrating the need
for further simulations in this temperature range.
D. Buckling shapes
So far only spheres with one or two dimples have been
considered. However, as the mode that becomes unstable
for p ≥ pc produces multiple dimples, and, in fact, the ini-
tial buckling shapes are a combination of critical modes
[25, 26], as shown in Fig. 12, such shapes must also be
taken into account. The question remains to what extent
configurations with multiple dimples represent also rele-
FIG. 12. Postbuckling shapes obtained from numerical en-
ergy minimization with a constrained variance ∆R2 and un-
constrained z for (a) ∆R2/R20 = 1.3 × 10−7, (b) ∆R2/R20 =
1.5× 10−5, and (c) ∆R2/R20 = 4.7× 10−5 for p/pc = 0.85.
vant intermediate states for the energy barrier for p < pc,
i.e., whether they represent the optimal transition states
between the metastable compressed spherical state and
the buckled state. The final buckled state will have only
a single dimple.
In order to compare enthalpies of states with single
dimples and states with multiple dimples, we use two
types of constraints. The first type is a constraint on
the variance ∆R2 of the distance of every vertex on the
sphere to its center (the center of the sphere is considered
to be the average of the coordinates of all vertices). The
variance ∆R2 of a spherical state before buckling is zero,
whereas ∆R2 > 0 after buckling, both for a single dim-
ple and multiple dimples (see Fig. 12). By constraining
the variance, we stabilize buckling shapes both with sin-
gle and multiple dimples. The second type of constraint
is similar to the constraint on the distance z between
two opposite vertices on the sphere, which we used in
Sec. III B. Now, we fix, however, the position of one ver-
tex and constrain the other vertex to a distance z. For a
constrained z < 2R0 a single dimple of depth ζ = 2R0−z
will be formed. We apply both constraints to the buckled
shapes and compare the enthalpy F for different target
values for ∆R2. If the minimal enthalpy for a given tar-
get value of ∆R2 without an additional z constraint can
also be reached in the presence of a z constraint, we can
conclude that this enthalpy minimum represents a con-
figuration with a single dimple. If, on the other hand, the
minimal enthalpy for a given target value of ∆R2 with-
out an additional z constraint cannot be reached in the
presence of a z-constraint, we conclude that this enthalpy
minimum is a configuration with multiple dimples.
The results for the enthalpy minima as a function of
∆R2 are shown in Fig. 13. The black line is the minimal
enthalpy without additional z constraint, and the colored
lines are enthalpy minima in the presence of both con-
straints with color-coded z-value. The black line or the
envelops of the colored lines exhibit a maximum which
is the enthalpy barrier for buckling. If the colored lines
remain above the black line for unconstrained z, the op-
timal buckled configuration consists of an array of mul-
tiple dimples. If the colored lines of the z constrained
enthalpy touch the black line for unconstrained z (i.e.,
the black line is the envelope of the colored lines), we
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FIG. 13. Minimal enthalpy as a function of ∆R2 obtained by the two outlined approaches, i.e., for constrained z (colored lines)
or unconstrained z (thick black lines) for γ = 100000, ν = 0.3, and p/pc = 0.3 (a), p/pc = 0.85 (b), and p/pc,SE ≈ 0.998 (c).
Lines of different colors correspond to different values of z. Green dots show local energy minima for different values of z/z0
with z0 being the initial value of z, before deformation. (a) The colored lines of the z-constrained enthalpy touch the black line
for unconstrained z (i.e., the black line is the envelope of the colored lines) indicating that the optimal buckled configuration
consists of a single dimple. (b) Jumps in the colored and black curves are caused by large inward moves of a vertex in the center
of the indentation when the indentation switches from its initial concave into its final convex shape. These jumps occur behind
the initial energy barrier. The black line shows small deviations from the envelope of the colored lines for small ∆R2 because
the location of a single dimple is determined by the z-constraint (colored lines), whereas the initial formation and location of
dimples is strongly influenced by the presence of disclinations for unconstrained z (black line). (c) Close to the critical pressure
the influence of the disclinations is even stronger (therefore, data for unconstrained z is not shown).
FIG. 14. R(φ, θ)− R¯, in spherical coordinates, where R(φ, θ)
is the distance to the center of the sphere, and R¯ is its average,
for an additional z constraint and directly before the first
jump in Fig. 13(b) for p/pc = 0.85. The variance ∆R
2 is
mostly caused by six fourfold disclinations (four at θ ∼ pi/2
and one at θ = 0, pi), such that the triangulation determines
the formation and location of six dimples instead of a single
dimple. As a result, the black line in Fig. 13(b) does not
envelope the colored lines in Fig. 13(b) for small ∆R2.
conclude that the optimal buckled configuration consists
of a single dimple. The results in Fig. 13 show that the
latter is the case.
There are small deviations, where the envelope of the
colored lines does not coincide with the black line at
larger pressures p/pc = 0.85 in Fig. 13(b). The devia-
tions at small ∆R2 are caused by the effect of unavoidable
disclinations in the triangulation of the spherical surface.
We use a triangulation that contains six fourfold disclina-
tions (each carrying a topological charge of 2, producing
an overall charge of 12); see Appendix B. Indentations
interact with these disclinations and are initially formed
at disclinations. Therefore, we observe six very shallow
indentations which form at disclinations in the absence
of a z constraint along the black line, as also illustrated
in Fig. 14. With increasing ∆R2, the system switches
to a single indentation. The interaction of indentations
with disclinations is stronger for large pressure.
There are also downward energy jumps for p/pc = 0.85
in Fig. 13(b). These jumps are caused by large inward
moves of a vertex in the center of the indentation when
the indentation switches from its initial unstable con-
vex shape into its final concave shape. For pressures
p/pc ≈ 0.5, the constraint on the variance ∆R2 is not
sufficient to suppress such sudden switches, eventually
also as an effect of the existence of several small inden-
tations because of the presence of disclinations, which
affect ∆R2. Associated with this sudden switch is a hys-
teretic behavior if ∆R2 is reduced again starting from a
concavely indented post-jump state. Then the capsule re-
turns into its initial spherical shape along a different path
of configurations with different energies as shown in Fig.
15 also for p/pc = 0.85. The reverse deformation path ex-
hibits a slightly smaller energy barrier. Despite the lower
energy barrier, this deformation path has a steeper ini-
tial rise in energy when starting from the spherical shape,
and is therefore not taken when the capsule is gradually
indented. The energy barrier measured on the reverse
path is only slightly lower, as the comparison in Fig. 16
shows, and will therefore have no significant influence on
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FIG. 15. Shape hysteresis and minimal enthalpy as a function
of ∆R2. The light blue dashed line shows the minimum en-
thalpy for increasing ∆R2, starting from the spherical shape,
and the dark red solid line shows the minimum enthalpy found
for decreasing ∆R2, starting with a concavely indented shape.
The reverse red path with concavely indented shapes exhibits
a lower global enthalpy maximum than the blue forward path
and becomes unstable for small ∆R2, where shapes become
convex again.
any of the previously discussed results.
For pressures that approach pc, the paths with decreas-
ing energy move closer to the energy maximum, as shown
in Fig. 13(c).
Only if we further follow the system to much larger
values of ∆R2 behind the energy barrier, multiple dimples
are formed as shown in Fig. 12. These dimples start to
form around the initial single dimple and spread over the
entire sphere.
We conclude that single dimples appear to be stable
before the energy barrier, i.e., as long as dimple forma-
tion still increases the enthalpy, whereas multiple dim-
ples spread across the sphere behind the energy bar-
rier where further dimple formation lowers the enthalpy
again. Then the path with decreasing energy, along
which multiple dimples can be formed, appears almost
directly behind the energy maximum. This is consistent
with the known behavior at the critical buckling pressure
p = pc. Then the energy maximum moves to ∆R
2 = 0
and multiple dimples can immediately be formed [25].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Thermal fluctuations lead to a depression of the criti-
cal buckling pressure pc by two mechanisms: (i) param-
eter renormalization because of anharmonicities in nor-
mal displacement modes, which are mainly caused by the
background curvature 1/R0 of the shell and (ii) thermal
FIG. 16. Collapse of the energy barrier obtained by applying
an additional z constraint and for increasing ∆R2 (dots), nu-
merical approximation of these values (line), and the slightly
lower energy barrier (red triangles) obtained by reducing ∆R2
starting from a concave, indented shape.
activation over the buckling barrier. In Ref. [45], the
effects of parameter renormalization have already been
considered; here we extended this approach to also take
thermal activation into account.
The anharmonic coupling between different normal
displacement modes leads to scale-dependent, renormal-
ized elastic moduli κR(q) and YR(q), and also a scale-
dependent pressure pR(q), which can be obtained from
a RG transformation that has been derived in Ref. [45].
Buckling sets in if the two-point vertex function DR(q),
which characterizes the curvature of the effective har-
monic free enthalpy for the normal deformation mode
f˜(q), is renormalized to zero for a certain wave number
q = q∗: DR(q∗) = 0. The mode f˜(q∗) then becomes un-
stable and initiates the buckling transition. This buckling
criterion is slightly different from the buckling criterion
pR(q
∗)/pc,R(q∗) = 1, which is based on the renormal-
ized ratio of pressure to critical buckling pressure that
has been used in Ref. [45]. The resulting temperature-
dependent critical buckling pressures are summarized in
Fig. 3. The criterion DR(q
∗) = 0 gives a slightly higher
value than obtained in Ref. [45].
The main conclusions regarding renormalization effects
remain unchanged from Ref. [45]. Renormalization ef-
fects should be most pronounced for large dimensionless
temperatures T¯ = kBT
√
γ/κ ∼ (kBT/κ)
√
Y R20/κ [see
Eq. (20)]. For shells made from thin isotropically elas-
tic materials this parameter becomes T¯ ∼ kBTR0/Eh4,
which means that shells with large radius R0 are more
susceptible to thermal fluctuations. The relevance of
thermal fluctuations depends most sensitively (T¯ ∝ h4)
on shell thickness, and thin shells are most susceptible to
thermal fluctuations.
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For a typical soft material with E ∼ 0.1 GPa, from
which a microcapsule of size R0 ∼ 10µm is synthe-
sized, the shells should be ultrathin with h ∼ 1 nm to
reach T¯ ∼ 400. Also many biological capsules, such as
red blood cells (T¯ ∼ 2 − 40) or Gram-negative bacte-
ria (T¯ ∼ 8), can exhibit fairly large T¯ . Moreover, pc(T )
can, in principle, become negative also with the modified
buckling criterion DR(q
∗) = 0, as Fig. 3 clearly shows.
Therefore, a spontaneous buckling without external pres-
sure but only caused by the fluctuation-generated pres-
sure is possible as discussed in Ref. [45].
We extended the Pogorelov approximation and used
numerical energy minimization with the SURFACE
EVOLVER to quantify the energy barrier FB(p) for a
single axisymmetric dimple. We found a scaling be-
havior FB(p) = Y R
2
0fν(ν)γ
−αfp (p/pc) [see Eq. (30)]
with an exponent α ' 3/2 and a weak ν dependence
fν(ν) ≈ 1, in agreement with the Pogorelov approxima-
tion, i.e., FB(p) ∼ (Eh4/R0)fp (p/pc). We quantified
the scaling function fp(x) numerically in Fig. 9 in ex-
cellent agreement with existing experimental data from
Ref. [39]. A simple approximation is given by Eq. (33)
with a pressure scaling function fp(x) ∼ (1 − x)2x−3,
which is in agreement with the Pogorelov approximation
FB ∝ p−3 for x  1 and predicts that the barrier van-
ishes FB ∝ (1− p/pc)2 close to the critical pressure. The
exponent 2 is a numerical result and has to be corrobo-
rated by theoretical arguments in future research.
Considering a capsule or shell at half critical pres-
sure p = pc/2 (with fp(0.5) ∼ 50), we find FB(pc/2) ∼
kBT ∼ 50/T¯ and the barrier height measured in ther-
mal energy units is also governed by the dimensionless
temperature T¯ . Instead of using the thermal energy
scale kBT , we can also use a mechanical energy scale
and state that the characteristic size of the buckling bar-
rier, FB(pc/2) ∼ Y R20γ−3/2 ∼ κγ−1/2 ∼ Eh4/R0, is re-
duced over the elastic compression energy of the spherical
shell just before buckling, Usph ∼ κ ∼ Eh3, by a factor
γ−1/2 ∼ h/R0.
For p < pc, this energy barrier can be crossed by ther-
mal activation on accessible time scales if FB < kBT ,
which serves as criterion for thermal buckling via ther-
mal activation. Thermal activation leads to a similar de-
pression of pc(T )/pc < 1 as parameter renormalization.
Both approaches give a critical pressure pc(T )/pc which
only depends on the dimensionless temperature T¯ . Fi-
nally, we combine parameter renormalization effects and
thermal activation by using properly renormalized elas-
tic parameters for the energy barrier. This leads to our
final results in Fig. 11, which shows that thermal activa-
tion leads to a significant further decrease in pc(T ) and
cannot be neglected: For the relative difference ∆pc(T )
between the critical pressures from renormalization only
and from thermal activation plus renormalization as com-
pared to the zero temperature critical pressure pc(0) we
find |∆pc(T )|/pc(0) = 7, 11, 17, 27% for dimensionless
temperatures T¯ = 1, 10, 100, 1000.
Finally, we addressed the question to what extent
buckling shapes with multiple dimples, which are known
to govern the classical buckling instability at p = pc, also
play a role for the energy barrier for p < pc by con-
strained numerical energy minimization. In order to al-
low for the formation of multiple dimples we employed a
constraint on the variance ∆R2 of the distance of vertices
on the shell to the center of the shell. We compared with
energy minimization where we constrain the distance of
one vertex to the center, which only leads to formation
of a single dimple. Our numerical results show that sin-
gle dimples are stable before the energy barrier, whereas
multiple dimples spread across the sphere behind the en-
ergy barrier when further dimple formation lowers the
enthalpy again. Therefore, thermal activation at p < pc
is governed by formation of a single indentation.
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Appendix A: Renormalization group calculation
Following Kos˘mrlj and Nelson [45], we re-derive the
RG equations governing the scale dependence of κR(q),
pR(q), and YR(q).
For a momentum shell RG procedure, we Fourier trans-
form the effective enthalpy (11), which results in Feff =
F0 + Fint with a quadratic part
F0
A
=
∑
q
1
2
[
κq4 − pR0q
2
2
+
Y
R20
]
f˜(q)f˜(−q) (A1)
and cubic and quartic interactions
Fint
A
=
∑
q1+q2=q 6=0
q3+q4=−q6=0
Y
8
[q1iP
T
ij (q)q2j ][q3iP
T
ij (q)q4j ]
× f˜(q1)f˜(q2)f˜(q3)f˜(q4)
+
∑
q1 6=0
q2+q3=−q1
Y
2R0
[q2iP
T
ij (q1)q3j ]f˜(q1)f˜(q2)f˜(q3),
(A2)
with PTij (q) = δij − qiqj/q2. The normal
displacements f˜ are separated into slow modes
f˜<(x) =
∑
|q|<Λ/b e
iq·xf˜(q) and fast modes f˜>(x) =∑
|q|>Λ/b e
iq·xf˜(q) containing modes with wave vectors
smaller and larger than Λ/b, respectively.
Integrating out fast normal displacement modes
f˜(k) in the momentum shell Λ/b < |k| < Λ
results in an effective enthalpy F ′eff[f˜<] =
18
−kBT ln
(∫ D[f˜>(x)]e−Feff/kBT), which only depends
on slow normal displacement modes with wave vectors
|q| < Λ/b,
F ′eff[{q}] = −kBT ln
(∫
D[f˜(k)]e−(F0[{q,k}]+Fint[{q,k}])/kBT
)
= F0[{q}]− kBT ln 〈e−Fint[{q,k}]/kBT 〉0,k .
(A3)
The average 〈...〉0,k is an average over fast modes with
the quadratic part F0[{k}].
The logarithm can be expanded into cumulants, de-
noted by the superscript (c),
F ′eff[{q}] = F0[{q}]
+
∑
n
(−1)n−1
n!(kBT )n−1
〈(Fint[{q,k}])n〉(c)0,k .
(A4)
The series can represented as Feynman diagrams leading
to a systematic expansion in the number of loops. Up
to one-loop order, all diagrams are shown in Figs. 17(c)-
17(i).
The single contributions of the Feynman diagrams
shown in Figs. 17(c)-17(i) to the effective energy (A4)
to one-loop order are
F ′eff[{q}](c)
A
=
∑
q
1
2
f˜(q)f˜(−q)
∫
Λ/b<|k|<Λ
d2k
(2pi)2
AY G
(
k +
q
2
) [
qiP
T
ij
(
k− q
2
)(
kj +
qj
2
)]2
, (A5)
F ′eff[{q}](d−g)
A
=
∑
q
1
2
f˜(q)f˜(−q)
∫
Λ/b<|k|<Λ
d2k
(2pi)2
(−1)Y 2A2
kBTR20
G
(
k +
q
2
)
G
(
k− q
2
)
×
[ [
qiP
T
ij
(
k +
q
2
)(
kj − qj
2
)]2
−
[
qiP
T
ij
(
k− q
2
)(
kj +
qj
2
)] [
qiP
T
ij
(
k +
q
2
)(
kj − qj
2
)]
+ 2
[
qiP
T
ij
(
k− q
2
)(
kj +
qj
2
)] [(
ki − qi
2
)
PTij (q)
(
kj +
qj
2
)]
+
1
2
[(
ki − qi
2
)
PTij (q)
(
kj +
qj
2
)]2 ]
,
(A6)
F ′eff[{q}](h)
A
=
∑
q6=0
q2+q3=−q
Y
2R0
[
q2iP
T
ij (q)q3j
]
f˜(q)f˜(q2)f˜(q3)
×
∫
Λ/b<|k|<Λ
d2k
(2pi)2
(−1)Y A2
2kBT
G
(
k +
q
2
)
G
(
k− q
2
) [(
ki − qi
2
)
PTij (q)
(
kj +
qj
2
)]2
, (A7)
F ′eff[{q}](i)
A
=
∑
q1+q2=q6=0
q3+q4=−q 6=0
Y
8
[q1iP
T
ij (q)q2j ][q3iP
T
ij (q)q4j ]f˜(q1)f˜(q2)f˜(q3)f˜(q4)
×
∫
Λ/b<|k|<Λ
d2k
(2pi)2
(−1)Y A2
2kBT
G
(
k +
q
2
)
G
(
k− q
2
) [(
ki − qi
2
)
PTij (q)
(
kj +
qj
2
)]2
. (A8)
The relevant terms for the renormalization of κ, p, and
Y are terms of order q4, q2, and q0 in Eqs. (A5) and
(A6), respectively. They renormalize the quadratic part
F0 in (A1). The contributions to three- and four-point
vertices (A7) and (A8) can also be used to calculate a
renormalization of Y in the cubic and quartic part Fint
in (A2) by considering terms q0.
After performing the momentum-shell integrals over
Λ/b < |k| < Λ in (A5) and (A6) [approximating in-
tegrals over the momentum shell Λ/b < |k| < Λ as∫
Λ/b<|k|<Λ d
2kg(k) ≈ 2pig(Λ)Λs for scale factors b = es ≈
1−s with s 1] and after subsequent rescaling according
to the Eqs. 14 with b = es, we find new elastic parameters
κ′(s), Y ′(s), and p′(s), that retain the form of the free
enthalpy (11) upon a change of scale by a factor b. Their
RG flow for an infinitesimal change of scale b ≈ 1− ds is
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described by β-functions
βκ =
dκ′
ds
= 2(ζf − 1)κ′ + 3kBTY
′Λ2
16piD
− 3kBTY
′2Λ2
8piR′20 D2
[
11
12
+
Iκ1
D2
+
Iκ2
D4
]
, (A9a)
βY =
dY ′
ds
= 2ζfY
′ − 3kBTY
′2Λ6
32piD2
, (A9b)
βp =
dp′
ds
= (2ζf + 1)p
′ +
3kBTY
′2Λ4
4piR′30 D2
[
1 +
Ip
D2
]
, (A9c)
βR =
dR′0
ds
= −R′0, (A9d)
with the denominator
D ≡ κ′Λ4 − p
′R′0Λ
2
2
+
Y ′
R′20
. (A10)
Calculating β-functions for Y using the three- and four-
point vertices (A7) or (A8) yields the same βY , but with
the terms (3ζf−1)Y ′ or (4ζf−2)Y ′ instead of 2ζfY ′ from
a different rescaling. In order for all of these to produce
the same result, ζf = 1 has to be chosen.
The terms Iκ1, Iκ2, and Ip in the RG equations (15)
are
Iκ1 =
1
12
[
3
p′Y ′
R′0
− p′2R′20 Λ4 − 16
κ′Y ′
R′20
Λ4 + 7κ′p′R′0Λ
6 − 8κ′2Λ8
]
, (A11a)
Iκ2 =
1
768
[
− 24Y
′3κ′Λ4
R′60
+
Y ′2
R′40
(9p′2R′20 Λ
4 − 76p′R′0κ′Λ6 + 268κ′2Λ8)
+
Y ′
R′20
(−5p′3R′30 Λ6 + 52p′2R′20 κ′Λ8 − 204p′R′0κ′2Λ10 + 160κ′3Λ12)
+ (p′4R′40 Λ
8 − 12p′3R′30 κ′Λ10 + 56p′2R′20 κ′2Λ12 − 96p′R′0κ′3Λ14 + 60κ′4Λ16)
]
, (A11b)
Ip =
1
48
[
Y ′
R′20
(3p′R′0Λ
2 − 16κ′Λ4) + (−p′2R′20 Λ4 + 7p′R′0κ′Λ6 − 8κ′2Λ8)
]
. (A11c)
The function βκ in (A9) slightly differs from the re-
sults in Ref. [45]. Differences are in the two terms
(3kBTY
′2Λ2/8piR20D
2)
(
11
12 +
Iκ1
D2
)
in Eq. (A9a) for the
function βκ. First, the function Iκ1 in (A11a) differs
from the corresponding function in Ref. [45]; second, the
factor 11/12 is unity in Ref. [45]. Both differences exactly
compensate each other such that we have the exact same
RG equations as in Ref. [45].
The scale-dependent, i.e., renormalized but unrescaled
quantities κR(q), pR(q), and YR(q) defined via Eq. (17)
obey RG equations
−q dκR
dq
=
3kBTYRq
2
16piDR
− 3kBTYRq
2
8piR20D
2
R
[
11
12
+
Iκ1
D2R
+
Iκ2
D4R
]
, (A12a)
−q dYR
dq
= −3kBTY
2
Rq
6
32piD2R
, (A12b)
−q p.
′
dq
=
3kBTY
2
Rq
4
4piR30D
2
R
[
1 +
Ip
D2R
]
, (A12c)
with DR(q) = κR(q)q
4 − pR(q)R0q2/2 + YR(q)/R20 as in
Eq. (18) and terms Iκ1, Iκ2, and Ip which are given by
Eq. (A11), where we similarly replace κ′ → κR, Y ′ → YR,
p′ → pR, R′0 → R0, and Λ→ q.
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FIG. 17. Feynman diagrams approximating (A4) to one-
loop order. The legs correspond to f˜(q), legs with slashes
correspond to derivatives of f˜(q), i.e., qif˜(q). Connected legs
represent the propagator G(q). The blue parts of the three-
point vertices connect to the derivatives, whereas the red parts
connect to legs without slashes. Three-point vertices carry
the factor Y/R0, and four-point vertices carry the factor Y .
Image taken from Ref. [45].
Appendix B: Energy minimization using the Surface
Evolver
The SURFACE EVOLVER is a program developed by
Brakke for calculating the lowest-energy shape of a tri-
angulated surface with definable energies and constraints
[50]. The surface consists of vertices, which are connected
by edges, which in turn form facets. After specifying the
energy functional, the minimal energy shape is found iter-
atively by displacing vertices either following the steepest
gradient or with more refined conjugate gradient meth-
ods and according to the applied constraints.
In order to create a sphere in the SURFACE
EVOLVER, a cube is created first. This surface is succes-
sively refined by dynamical triangulation using a simple
liquid surface energy E = σ
∫
dS with constant surface
tension σ until an acceptable spherical shape is reached.
Therefore, the resulting final triangulation contains six
fourfold disclinations corresponding to the six faces of
the original cube. Once this has been accomplished, the
surface tension is set to zero, the triangulation is fixed,
and the appropriate dimensionless elastic energies (21)
are activated (i.e., we measure energies in units of Y R20
and lengths in units of R0 in the simulation); the newly
FIG. 18. Energy barrier as a function of pressure for one
dimple (light blue points) and half of the approximated energy
barrier for two dimples (solid dark red line) from numerical
simulations; see Eq. (B1) (for γ = 104 and ν = 0.3).
created sphere is defined as the relaxed state of the sur-
face in the elastic energies (21).
The elastic energies are then minimized for a given di-
mensionless pressure p (measured in units of R0/Y ). We
determine the barrier for 0 < p ≤ pc, where the sphere
first compresses uniformly. Then we map out the energy
landscape of the buckling energy barrier by selecting two
vertices on opposite sides of the compressed sphere of ra-
dius R(p) < R0, which are fixed in place with a distance
z0 = 2R(p). By keeping a constraint on the distance z
between these two vertices and decreasing this distance
z starting from z0, we control the size of the dimple. A
similar procedure has been used in Ref. [44] for fluctuat-
ing spherical shells. We obtain the enthalpy F = F (z)
as a function of z for a given pressure p (see Fig. 8) and
can determine its maximum Fmax. The energy barrier is
FB = Fmax − F (z = z0) with z0 = 2R(p). By changing
the pressure p, we can numerically determine the energy
barrier as a function of pressure FB = FB(p).
Constraining the distance z between two opposite
points on the sphere generates two dimples upon decreas-
ing z; if one of the points is fixed before decreasing z, only
a single dimple is created. For sufficiently small dimples,
the energy barrier for a sphere that forms only one dim-
ple is half of the energy barrier for a sphere with two
dimples [40], because the interaction of two small dim-
ples on opposite sides of a sphere can be neglected; see
Fig. 18.
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FIG. 19. Approximate critical buckling pressure pc,SE as determined with the SURFACE EVOLVER as a function of Poisson’s
number ν (a) for different values of γ with 12290 vertices and (b) for different vertex counts at γ = 100000. For ν ≈ 0.15, pc,SE
roughly agrees with pc. Therefore, and because the estimate pc,SE for the critical buckling pressure becomes more inaccurate
for larger ν (as the SURFACE EVOLVER does not reach the buckled shape in a reasonable amount of computation time even
for p > pc,SE), Poisson ratios ν = 0.05...0.5 are used for the numerical calculations. For larger vertex counts, the approximate
critical buckling pressure moves toward pc, indicating that the deviation is mostly a triangulation effect. However, disclinations
most likely also play a role. A vertex count of 12290 was used for all remaining numerical simulations.
1. Discretization effects
In simulating buckling, discretization effects occur for
the triangulated surfaces in the SURFACE EVOLVER.
In the SURFACE EVOLVER, buckling does not oc-
cur exactly at the classical buckling pressure pc =
4(Y/R0)γ
−1/2 but at an approximate value pc,SE, which
deviates because of discretization effects. This value
is determined numerically by gradually increasing the
pressure until the average of all vertex distances to the
sphere’s center becomes smaller than 0.9R0, at which
point buckling has occurred. This approximated buck-
ling pressure pc,SE is shown in Fig. 19 for different Poisson
ratios ν and different triangulations. In order to obtain
an energy barrier FB(p/pc), which properly vanishes at
p = pc, i.e., FB(1) = 0, we use the numerically deter-
mined buckling pressure pc,SE instead of pc. We analyze
the numerical results for the energy barrier in Figs. 9, 10,
and 20 also as a function of p/pc,SE rather than p/pc.
2. Numerical approximation for the energy barrier
A very accurate approximation for the numerically de-
termined energy barrier of two dimples can be given as
2FB,num(p/pc, ν, γ)
Y R20
= 2fν(ν)γ
−1.52fp,num(p/pc) (B1)
with a scaling function
2fp,num(x) =

f1(x) x > 0.910
f2(x) 0.910 > x > 0.418
f3(x) 0.418 > x > 0.198
f4(x) 0.198 > x
(B2)
with
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f1(x) = −8490.551− 12199.07 exp(−0.07155726x) + 4504.429/x6
− 10596.10/x5 − 619.6270/x4 + 9590.704/x3 + 7692.978/x2
− 2309.406/x+ 1804.463x+ 18542.43x2 − 8762.693x3,
f2(x) = −74.00287− 691.7514 exp(−1.026248x) + 0.01542655/x6
+ 0.005939230/x5 − 0.5782996/x4 + 12.10501/x3 − 83.49014/x2
+ 389.3926/x+ 6.859172x− 0.7489285x2 − 1.683589x3,
f3(x) = −9.090486 + 12.55716/x2.272675,
f4(x) = 20.05584 + 4.911410/x
2.815042, (B3)
FIG. 20. Energy barrier for a sphere with one dimple as a
function of pressure (for γ = 104 and ν = 0.3) as obtained
from numerical simulations [Eq. (B1), light blue solid line],
from the Pogorelov model [Eq. (29), green dotted line], and
according to the approximation (B5) (dark red dashed line).
and
fν(x) = 0.9754744 + 0.08569536ν. (B4)
The ν dependence is very weak.
A simpler approximation formula, which is motivated
by the Pogorelov result (29), is
FB,num(p/pc, γ)
Y R20
= γ−3/2fp,app(p/pc) with
fp,app(x) = 1.44 (1− x)2(x−3 + 34.1x−1). (B5)
This simple approximation agrees within 20% with Eq.
(B1) (see Fig. 20).
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